
Shell Magick

Many of us are familiar with crystals, and how certain crystals have specific properties. Well, shells are exactly the same - they are often called the 'crystals of the sea', and they can be used in the same way that you would use crystals. In this short course we will take a look at collecting shells, their meanings, and how to use them in your day-to-day life. So, that's pretty much it for the introduction - let's jump straight into it by taking a look at collecting shells.
Not all of us are lucky enough to live by the sea, but if you can, I highly recommend collecting your own shells. Not only does it help you connect with them, as you put the effort in to find them, but you can be sure that they have been ethically sourced. I tend to take a holiday somewhere near the sea every year and use this as an excuse to expand my shell collection. You can buy shells online, but make sure you do your research and endeavour to purchase them from organisations that ethically source them.
When looking for shells, check the rules and regulations of the place you are collecting from. Some prohibit the removal of shells from beaches, and some shells are quite rare and may have legal restrictions around what you can and can't take. No matter what the type of shell, make sure you leave some for the wildlife; many creatures use shells for their homes and taking too many could upset the natural ecosystem. And obviously, if something is already using the shell, then leave it!
Shells that you have found naturally don't need that much cleansing in my experience, as they are often untouched by human hands. However, if you do want to cleanse them - or even just clean them - sea water works perfectly. If you have purchased your shells, or even if you just want to cleanse them after using them back home, I recommend holding them under running water, washing them with salt water, or passing them through the smoke of an incense. Any approach which is water based is definitely the ideal with shell magick.

Shells And Their Meanings:

Abalone: Many people know the abalone shell for its iridescent sheen. The inside of the abalone is actually made from mother-of-pearl and has this rainbow like quality, whilst the outside of the shell is usually quite plain. As such the abalone shell is a good one to use to bring both masculine and feminine energies into your life - the mother of pearl side evokes the energy of the Goddess, whilst the strong and solid colouring of the outside can help us connect with more masculine energies. The abalone is also associated  with bringing healing, and with its natural holes could be worn as a necklace when you need to bring healing energies. Or you could use it in a ritual bath, or keep it by your bedside table as you sleep to bring healing. As well as healing, it is associated with prosperity and abundance, and is also commonly used as a smudging bowl thanks to its shape.

Angel Wing: The angel wing is a unique looking clam, so called because it looks like a pair of angel wings. So as you would imagine, it is associated with angelic energies. It can inspire divine hope in times of darkness, helping to lift our spirits and let our intentions soar. It can bring the quiet determination we need to keep on going, and can help us move towards becoming free from physical, mental, and emotional obstacles.

Ark:  The ark shell has quite a masculine energy to it. It promotes strength and endurance, especially when we are going through a bit of a difficult time. It brings strength and stability, allowing us to put the past behind us. Any bad experiences, any insecurities or mental blocks we have developed, the ark shell tells us 'what's done is done - it is in the past', and gives us the resolve to move forward with strength and determination.

Auger: The auger shell is a great one to use for protection. It also helps promote focus and mental clarity, and help us control the flow of energies around us, especially in regards to sending and receiving energy. In this sense, it can be used to help rid us of that which does not serve us anymore by helping us focus on sending those things away from us - negative thought patterns, bad habits and the like - and instead manifesting more positive things in our lives by helping us bring those energies towards us.

Bears Paw: Another unique looking clam shell, it has an interesting embodiment of both masculine and feminine energies. One the one hand it is associated with strength, power, and vitality which are traditionally seen as mascline qualities, but also warmth and nurturing which are traditionally seen as feminine qualities. Whilst the bear can be a strong and dangerous creature, we also have 'the mama bear' vibe with this shell - using that strength and power to protect, guide, and nurture. 

The Carrier Shell: Carrier shells are fascinating. Often the creature inhabiting this  shell will cement other shells and small stones to the edge of this shell as it grows, and there are some beautiful ones out there so I recommend you see what images you can find online as it is really impressive. Because of this, the carrier shell is associated with abundance, growth, development, and creativity in all aspects of life. It can very beneficial to those who wish to 'come out of their shell' or explore their own personality or certain aspects of their personality, individuality, or creative expression.

Clam: There are many different types of clam shells - we have spoken about a couple of different, specific types already in this list. However, the generic clam has many different associations and are great all-rounders that can be used in many different types of magick. It can help us establish strong foundations, to ground and find stability. It can help us find our place in the world, exploring and learning more about ourselves and where or how we fit in whilst protecting our own emotions. It is also associated with abundance, communication, healing, vitality, love, and purification.

Cockle: The cockle shell, like the clam, is a pretty easy find on UK beaches. The cockle shell is associated with love, joy and contentment. It is also associated with new beginnings, helping us feel hope and excitement for the opportunities these new beginnings could present us with. It is also a good shell for helping us calm and centre our personal energies, finding a state of peace and balance within ourselves.

Conch:  The conch shell has a very feminine energy, and has several different  associations. With this feminine alignment it can be used to promote love and beauty. It is said that if you hold a conch shell to your ear, you can hear the ocean, and so these shells are great for connecting to oceans and seas. In this way, it is also associated with the knowledge and wisdom the seas can bring, its sacredness and magic. It also promotes vitality and can help us find our voice and improve our speech, as well as clear general negative energies.

Cone: The cone shell can symbolise some of the more negative traits we harbour, such as impatience, the need for perfection, and carelessness which can put us in dangerous situations, and instead promote positive energies as we make changes in our lives and protect us whilst doing so.

Cowry: The cowry shell is most often associated with abundance, prosperity, and wealth. You can keep a small cowrie in your purse to attract money, or wear cowrie jewellery - I have a little cowrie anklet I like to wear - to attract abundance. The cowrie can also be used to encourage personal growth, and is also said to aid in fertility although I can't personally attest to feeling that association with it.

Drupe: Drupe shells are associated with ourselves; they can aid us in self-reflection which is necessary for growth, bring us self-assurance, and help us discover and become comfortable with the person we are. They are cute little shells and quite effective - I love carrying one of these around with me!

Frog: The frog shell is associated with momentum and movement; it can help us get moving if we have become a bit stagnent, can help encourage a situation move along where it may have become stuck, and generally helps to 'shake things up' a bit. A great shell to use if you are feeling stuck or unmotivated.

Helmet: So called because it looks like a bit like a helmet! This shell is a good one to use when we need grounding, or to evoke strength or protection into our lives.

Janthina Janthina: This is a beautiful violet coloured shell. With its colouring, it can be used to inspire faith, peace, and trust, both within ourselves and in the universe and the world around us. It can help us go with the flow and appreciate everything we have in our lives.

Jingle: The jingle shell is a simple shell, so called because if you grab a handful and shake them, they make a 'jingle' sort of sound. They come in a variety of different colours and so can be used in colour magic generally, and they can also be used to help us connect with our intution and follow our hearts in all aspects of life.

Limpet: It's not the prettiest of shells, but it is definitely one of my favourites. The limpet  brings us the confidence and courage needed to endure difficult  situations, or those where we may feel unsure of ourselves. It teaches tenacity, that of ‘clinging on’ and persevering, which makes it a great shell to use when we are going through a rough time. But as well as perseverance, the limpet shell can also help us realise when it may in fact be time to let go rather than clinging on to that which no longer serves us, and can bring us the strength to sever those emotional connections that are holding us back. The limpet shell asks us 'should you stay or should you go'? and can help us follow through no matter what the path we decide to take.

Lions Paw: Lions paw is a type of scallop which is associated with protection, physical and inner strength, confidence, courage, and amplifying masculine energies.

Miter: This pretty shell represents peace and can help calm the energies within and around us. It can also help us connect with our spirituality and encourage spiritual introspection.

Moon: The moon shell represents cycles - any sort of cycle - and helping us to connect with and understand these cycles. It is also associated with Goddess energy, harmony, tolerance, patience, rebirth, and mystery.

Murex: The murex shell is one of my favourites - it brings protection, and helps us summon the stregnth to overcome adversity. It encourages us to reach out, to others, to the universe, to help us achieve our goals.

Mussel: The mussel shell is life-giving; it represents community, the moon, feminine energies, stability, and can help us endure hardships.

Nautilus: The nautilus shell can aid us in ancestor work, bring balance, help us find our place in the world, and can help us accept and see through endings and embrace new beginnings.

Olive: The olive shell represents abundance and opportunity - not too much to say about this shell, that pretty much sums it up!

Periwinkle: The periwinkle is associated with friendships and platonic relationships. It can also bring grounding and help us stay focused.

Sand Dollar: The  sand dollar shell is in fact an endoskeleton of a sand dollar, which is  a type of burrowing sea urchin. With its flower-like imprint, the sand  dollar shell represents balance, harmony, and completeness. It is also  associated with transformation, wisdom, and opening ourselves up to the  secrets of the world around us. It can help us in protecting our emotions, especially as we go through periods of change, and can help us uncover hidden meanings.

Scallop:  The scallop is another shell associated with Goddess energies - in fact, the Goddess Aphrodite is often shown standing in, on, or near a scallop shell. It is also associated with beauty, fertility, and lunar energies. It can bring healing, relaxation, and lift our spirits. It can also be used to encourage change and regeneration, and help us  navigate change with a positive attitude.

Starfish: The  starfish is often seen as a sign of fortune and used as a good luck  charm. It also represents renewal, and is good for those who are  recovering from a period of negativity.

Slipper: I find that the slipper shell has quite a feminine energy. It represents balance and encourages compassion and selflessness, and also non-conformity, transformation, and being ourselves. It aids us in feeling the confidence and inner peace we need to be able to help others.

Spider: The spider shell is a type of conch and represents maturity, accepting responsibility and standing our ground, and protection as we do so.

Spindle: The spindle aids us in the creation of our own life path and gives us the courage we need to follow it. It also represents relationships in all senses.

Sundial: With its distinct swirled pattern, this shell represents cycles of all types, movement, especially helping us move on or through difficult periods or periods where we may be unsure of ourselves. It can also help foster patience and tolerance.

Thorny Oyster: The thorny oyster helps us send our intentions out into the world to help manifest them, as well as creativity and protection.

Top Shell: The top shell is all about energy, and helpig us centre ourselves so we can control the flows of energy around us. As such, it is great in helping us focus on what we need to manifest or banish in our lives.

Triton: The triton is actually said to be aligned with the element of air, which is a vibe I can totally understand when working with this shell, and can help us send our prayers and wishes into the universe. It is also associated with community, joy, and finding happiness.

Turkey Wing: The turkey wing shell is associated with helping us shift our emotional state, improving our mood and bringing happiness, and freedom.

Whelk:  The whelk is a staple part of my collection. It represents knowledge,  wisdom, and imagination, and can help us when we need guidance or  inspiration, especially when undergoing a period of spiritual development.  I have heard whelks referred to as ‘the bullies of the  sea’ in the wild, and so can also be used for strength or to help you  overcome adversity. This can be especially useful when going through big or dramatic life changes.


There are many different ways to use shells; below are just some ideas, but use these as inspiration to come up with your own!

·	Carry them with you, use them in jewellery, or sleep with them under your pillow as you would crystals to bring their energies into your life
·	Make shell water with them as you would crystal water. For this, I absolutely recommend using the 'indirect' method of making this water - you can find out more information about doing so in my 'crystals of the water witch' course
·	Use them as offerings to deities or water spirits, especially sea deities or spirits
·	Turn them into charms or talismans by drawing sigils or other symbols on them
·	Similarly, you can also use them for divination. Draw runes, ogham, or symbols from any other system you use on them. You can also create your own lithomancy kit, and you can check out either my lithomancy course for more information on this or my book 'the art of lithomancy', which is available through places like Amazon and other retailers
·	You can use them in 'shell grids' - essentially crystal grids, but with shells instead. I've attached a couple of pictures here of some of my favourites to use. More information on creating grids can be found again in my 'crystals of the water witch' course
·	Use them in rituals to help you bring or banish specific energies; this includes ritual baths, simple meditations, or full blown rituals


